ORGANIC WASTE RECYCLING
Leave your clean green, clean timber and liquid organics with Jeffries and
you can be sure they will be recycled into quality compost, soil or mulch.

412 Hanson Road North
Wingfield

We accept logs and stumps, branches, leaves
and grass clippings and mulched material.

CLEAN TIMBER
We accept all non-treated timber
including pallets and crates, timber
packaging and off-cuts. We do not
accept laminate or MDF material
(fines may apply)

weigh bridge

x

CLEAN GREEN

enter via middle lane

transfer
station

LIQUID ORGANICS

ute/ trailer
drop off
unloading area
trucks only

Hanson Rd North >
Jeffries Yard
Port River Expressway

We accept grease trap, stormwater / silt trap,
directional boring (muddy water), liquid wine
/ beverage waste, DAF / trade waste, hatchery
/ tannery liquid waste.

COMMERCIAL DUSTS
We also accept saw dust, paper dust, wheat
dust and limestone dust.

Where do your green organics go?

Where do your pallets go?
pallets delivered to
Jeffries composting
facility

your green organics
are delivered to
Jeffries composting
facility
larger material is ground
into finer pieces

mixed with clean green material
from household green bins
as well as food organics from
restaurants and supermarkets

continues through the
composting process
until fully mature

ground into chips

screened to remove nails and
other inorganic materials with
magnets and extraction fans
all natural non-toxic colourant is added
and mixed for even colour coverage
left to cure so
the colour can
penetrate the timber

Where do your wet organics go?
liquid waste truck removes
the liquid organics from your
premises
transported to Jeffries composting facility
mixed with dry material
such as sawdust to
absorb the excess liquid

combined with kerbside organics
from household green bins

continues through the
composting process
until fully mature

www.jeffries.com.au
Proudly made from
recycled organics

YOUR OPTIONS WITH JEFFRIES
account customer

123...

+

KG

quote account no. (& po no. if applicable)
at weighbridge and weigh in

1800 JEFFRIES
Thank you ! Keeping your green organics in the recycling
stream helps to continue the cycle and close the loop

cash customer

$ or

KG

pay at weighbridge
(relevant trailer price)

weigh in at
weighbridge

UHF 9
UHF 9
transfer station

drive up the hill
past the Jeffries yard

unload

KG

drive to first shed
on your right

unload

+

weigh in again &
collect weigh docket

drive up the hill
past the Jeffries yard

unload

KG
EXIT

via
left lane

EXIT

+

$ or

weigh in again at weighbrige,
pay & collect receipt

EXIT

via
2nd lane

via
2nd lane

One account will cover all vehicles in your
business. To enquire about setting up an
account, please contact us:
Phone
Email

08 8368 3555
enquiries@jeffries.com.au

www.jeffries.com.au
Proudly made from
recycled organics

